This paper proposes the mobility-dependent resource reservation (MDRR) 
Introduction
Future wireless communications will be dominated by multimedia applications that require high data rates and diversified services with different quality-of-service (QoS) and different traffic profiles [1] . To provide seamless service in cellular networks, the adjacent cells must provide sufficient resources for handoff connections.
The guard channel scheme is generally referred as the fixed bandwidth reservation (FBR) scheme [2, 3] which can improve the dropping probability of handoff connections by reserving a fixed number of channels exclusively for handoff connections. The drawback of this scheme is that the reserved bandwidth is often wasted in the hot spot area. Queueing scheme allows either new connections or handoff connections to be buffered until free channels are available, however, jitter and delay are major problems for real-time (RT) traffic [4] . Dynamically reserve bandwidth for handoff connections is an effective way to reduce handoff connection dropping probability and increase bandwidth utilization. Existing approaches [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] of dynamic reservation for handoff connections can be classified into probabilistic [5] [6] [7] [8] and dynamic [9] [10] [11] reservation.
Oliveira et al. [5] proposed a mechanism that provides QoS
This work was supported in part by the National Science of Council under Contract 91-2213-E-011-056. guarantees and low connection dropping probability by taking the network condition into account in reserving the bandwidth. However, the bandwidth utilization decreases because of the reserved bandwidth in all neighboring cells. The semi-reservation scheme [6] first estimated the mobile station's (MS) mobility probability to reserve bandwidth for flow-oriented connections in multimedia wireless networks. The resource estimation algorithm using the shadow cluster concept proposed by Levine et al. [7] is a virtual message system which exchanges information about position or movement pattern with neighboring cells. However, these schemes induce large amount of overheads between BSs in the cellular system. The one-step prediction (OSP) scheme proposed by Epstein et al. [8] assigns relative priority to each arriving connection to avoid wide bandwidth call blocking at heavy load, however, it did not consider the movement of MSs.
Choi et al. [9] proposed to use the mobility pattern profile and a 2-tier cell structure to determine the amount of bandwidth to be reserved in the cell. Zhang et al. [10] proposed a statistical model based on Wiener prediction theory that uses only local information to predict the resource requirements and reserve for future handoff connections. Chiu et al. [11] proposed the predictive channel reservation (PCR) scheme by sending reservation requests to neighboring cells based on extrapolating the motion of MSs. Although the PCR scheme can provide real-time handoff predictions, it apparently decreases bandwidth utilization in the neighboring cells.
In this paper, the 2-tier cell structure [9] is adopted to reduce unnecessary resource reservation for MSs near the BS. The area of a cell is divided into non-reservation, pre-handoff, and handoff zones which are defined using the relationship from the transmitter to the MS [12, 13] . Although cellular systems can track the location of MSs by using efficient location control [14] , the instantaneous velocity and direction of MSs vary. Therefore, the amount of bandwidth to be reserved is dynamically adjusted to reflect the current mobility condition of MSs. An admission control scheme is also adopted to achieve better bandwidth utilization and small connection dropping probability.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the system environment and assumptions. The proposed mobility-dependent resource reservation (MDRR) scheme is presented in section 3. The simulation results are discussed in section 4, where performance measures of the MDRR scheme and the FBR scheme are compared. Finally, concluding remarks are given in section 5.
System description
In this study, a seven-cell cellular system is considered where the traffic is assumed to be homogeneously distributed. The area of a cell is divided into non-reservation, pre-handoff, and handoff zones as shown in Fig. 1 . In order to determine the cell coverage, zone coverage, and handoff threshold, the propagation model proposed by [12, 13] is adopted and can be expressed as ) log( 10 RSS d
(1) where d is the distance of the transmitter to the MS and is the propagation path-loss coefficient.
If the RSS is below the handoff strength, e.g. -80dbm [13] , the MS is in the handoff zone preparing to handoff. With the same reason, if the RSS is below the pre-handoff threshold, i.e., based on the pre-handoff zone coverage, the MS is in the pre-handoff zone preparing to reserve bandwidth in the target/sub-target cell for seamless handoff if it has less RSS in the next location. The target cell is the next cell that an active MS will move to by extrapolating the movement of MS [11] , the sub-target cells are adjacent cells of both the target and current cells as shown in Fig. 1 . To achieve high bandwidth utilization and intimate the system processing and signaling time, no reservation is made in the non-reservation zone.
Assume MSs move randomly with various velocities and a probing time t is used to check the instantaneous velocity and direction in the pre-handoff zone. Accordingly, the exact amount of bandwidth reserved is calculated. When an MS requests a new or handoff connection, it should provide the traffic categories, the desired amount of bandwidth (B req ), and the minimum required bandwidth (B min ) to the system. Two classes of traffic are assumed: real-time (RT) traffic and non-real time (NRT) traffic as shown in Table 1 , bandwidth is reserved only for RT traffic. The bandwidth of RT variable bit rate (VBR) traffic can be adjusted, B min =1Mbps, so that it is still acceptable when congestion occurs. NRT traffic can either be buffered at the BS or transmitted at a slower rate then.
The mobility-dependent resource reservation (MDRR) scheme
The motivation of this study is to dynamically adjust the amount of bandwidth to be reserved based on the instantaneous velocity and direction of an active MS. Intuitively, the larger the velocity is, the more the amount of bandwidth needs to be reserved. The -law curve is used as a function to map the velocity into the probability of reservation. The probability of reservation is given by
where is a curvature and v is the normalized velocity. The probability of reservation is dynamically adjusted by mapping the instantaneous velocity at each probing time. The amount of bandwidth to be reserved for an active MS x moving from cell i to cell j at time t is is the direction weighting factor, which is set to be 1/3 for the target/sub-target cell at each probing time, because j may belong to cell 1, cell 2, or cell 3. (6) where S' is the set of neighboring cell for cell i. For example, Fig. 1 shows that an active MS with RT traffic moving far away from it's serving BS and in the pre-handoff zone is assumed. Therefore, the amount of bandwidth will be reserved in the target/sub-target cell for handoff connections is obtained by eqs. All the reserved bandwidth is shared for future handoff connections with or without prior reservation and is used prior to the available bandwidth.
Admission control
In order to guarantee the QoS of ongoing connections with RT traffic, a BS must monitor its resource usage and properly adjust the bandwidth during congestion to increase the system capacity. In this study, new arrivals of RT VBR traffic can be adjusted from B req to B min , if B avl < B req as shown in Fig. 2(a) or B avl + B res < B req for handoff arrivals as shown in Fig. 2(b) . On the other hand, new or handoff NRT arrivals is blocked or dropped when B req > B avl .
There are two phases in the negotiation process, the first phase negotiates the bandwidth of current arrival, and the other negotiates the bandwidth of ongoing connections. In the preemptive scheme, RT traffic can preempt NRT traffic when QoS negotiation is ineffective, it is demonstrated in Fig. 3 . During the QoS negotiation, bandwidth of the ongoing connection with the largest service time will be partially released.
Reservation process
A reservation request is sent from the old BS to the new one at each probing time when the MS is in the pre-handoff zone and far away from the old BS. When reservation requests arrive from neighboring cells, the new BS will put it in the first come first serve (FCFS) queue. The reservation requests will leave the queue when the system provides the available bandwidth or timeout (i.e., probe time). The amount of reservation can be dynamically updated depending on the MS's velocity and direction at each probing time.
Simulation results and discussions
In this section, the performance of the proposed scheme is investigated by simulation using OPNET [15, 16] , a leading network technology development environment, using a Pentium III 500 IBM/PC compatible machine, with the operating system of Windows 2000.
The seven-cell planning is used in our simulation and we will focus on the center cell. The simulation parameters are chosen as in [5, 13] . Assume the cell radius (R) is 800m and each MS moves randomly along six adjacent-cell directions. A connection with RT traffic or NRT traffic may be generated equally. The inter-arrival time of a new connection request is geometrically distributed with a mean of 1 in each cell. The mean holding time of each connection is given in Table 1 . The distributions of the three different type of RT traffic given in Table 1 are assumed to be 70%, 25%, and 5% respectively. The three types of NRT traffic are assumed to have the same distribution. All parameters used in the simulation are summarized in Table 2 .
A maximum bandwidth capacity is B bps for each cell. The bandwidth reserved for handoff connections B res varies with the velocity and direction of an MS at each probing time t. Initially, the velocity is uniformly distributed between 0~60 Km/hr, and will vary with normal distribution N( m , 2 ), where m is the mean velocity obtained from previous probing time, is the standard deviation at each t. In reality, the direction of MS will vary with different probability in a cell depending on its previous direction. Hence, it is assumed that with a probability of 2/3 an MS moves in the same direction and a probability of 1/6 it moves to the sub-target directions. To investigate the boundary effect, we considered both the wrapped-around configuration and unwrapped configuration. Because the performance measures of interest are focused on the center cell, the difference between the two configurations is negligible. Fig. 4 shows that the connection dropping probability P drop is almost the same irrespective of the connection arrival rate when t < 25 sec. It is better than the case of t 30 sec because the amount of bandwidth reserved is more accurate as t is smaller, however, the processing time increases. The difference in the blocking probability at different t is small as shown in Fig. 5 . Reservation requests with smaller t times out easily at heavy load (i.e., ), P drop of t = 25 sec is the least, therefore, an t = 25 sec is used in the system. Fig. 6 shows that smaller gives smaller P drop , it means that smaller variation in velocity generates more reservation requests. Therefore, the system can accurately reserve the amount of bandwidth with smaller variation in velocity. The connection blocking probability P block of =1 Km/hr is higher than others as shown in Fig. 7 . P drop is lower when µ is large. It means that higher µ may results in more reservation for handoff connections. Although P drop of 100 is better than others, it apparently results in higher P block . The bandwidth utilization of different is basically the same, therefore, 100 is used in the system. The case with pre-handoff zone of 50% cell coverage generates less number of reservation requests than others, so that P drop of the pre-handoff zone with 50% cell coverage is higher than the others as shown in Fig. 8 . But, P block of different pre-handoff zones coverage differ little as shown in Fig. 9 . A proper choice is a pre-handoff zone with 80% cell coverage. Handoff zone coverage is also included in the above. Thus, the larger the pre-handoff zone coverage is, the more the average number of reservation requests is generated. Finally, assume 20% of the total bandwidth is reserved for handoff connections with RT traffic in the FBR scheme. The proposed MDRR scheme properly reserves bandwidth in neighboring cells for handoff connections with dynamic mobility. Thus, it results in smaller P drop as shown in Fig. 10 . In contrary, it comes at the expense of a larger P block since less bandwidth is available for new arrivals as shown in Fig. 11 . Fig.  12 shows that the proposed MDRR scheme is slightly different at light load since P drop and P block are tradeoff. 
Conclusions
In this paper, the MDRR scheme is proposed to decrease the dropping probability of RT traffic and increase the system bandwidth utilization in wireless multimedia networks. To further enhance performance measures, an admission control scheme is also considered. The area of a cell is divided into three zones so as to intimate the system processing and signaling load. An MS may vary in direction and velocity anytime and anywhere, the bandwidth reservation is dynamically adjusted depending on the probing time. Therefore, the system may accurately update the reserved bandwidth based on new mobility information.
Both the wrapped-around configuration and the unwrapped configuration are considered in the investigation of the boundary effect on the system performances. Since the performance measures of interest are focused on the center cell, the difference between these two configurations is negligible. The smaller variation in velocity and the larger pre-handoff zone coverage generate more reservation requests, therefore, the system can accurately reserve the amount of bandwidth when appropriate parameters are chosen. The MDRR scheme with preemption service gives better system performance than non-preemption service, and both of the proposed scheme outperform the FBR scheme.
In the future, we will consider variable probe time, location, and dynamic weight of direction so that the amount of bandwidth reserved can be adjusted more accurately.
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